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Thanks for the reservations.  I do not want advance-purchase tickets.  Just make them for regular economy 

fare (see original e-mail).For item 4, something a couple of hours later would be preferable.  

Thanks.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	From:	Cathy Rodriguez/ARRBDate:	08/04/97 11:17:44 AMSubject: 	Re: 

New reservationsJeremy - I made the following reservations.  Please note that certain flights need to be paid 

for by the deadline, which is close, therefore please let me know today if you wish to have them paid 

for/booked.  Also inform me if there is anything I should change/find out more info about.  Thanks.Re: item1) 

nonstop Dulles departing 6pm to Amsterdam arriving 7:15 am on 18 Sep. 97returning Sep. 21 on Northwest at 

11am, arriving Dulles 1:40 pm September 21.Re: item 2)  October 9, departing National 6:45 am on American 

West flight 860, arriving Columbus at 754 am Departing  Columbus on 11 October American West Flight 2266 

at 7am, arriving National 8:05 amRe: item 3) The last day to purchase at this price of $1135.55 is 7 August.  

Please let me know. Northwest flight 3611 October depart Dulles 6pm , arrive Amsterdam 7;15 am, depart 

Amsterdam on Nortrhwest flight 8253 12 October at 8:50 am, arriving Budapest 10:55 am(Jeremy, there was 

nothing direct, or non stop to Budapest)Returning on Northwest flight 8252 at 6:45 am, arriving Amsterdam 

855 am, departing for Dulles on Flight 37 (Northwest on 14 October at 11;10 am, arriving Dulles 1:45 pmRe:  

item 4)  16 October depart Dulles for Atlanta at 5:30 am on Delta nonstop, arriving Atlanta 7:28 am Returning 

on 29 October, departing Atlanta 1:40 pm for Dulles arriving 3:22 pm.  The price is $144 round trip, non govt 

rate, but needs to be booked today to guarantee that price, however, the tickets can be purchased up to 14 

days in advance, but with no guarantee on the price.  It is non refundable.  Please let me know if I should book 

this Atlanta trip.To:	Cathy Rodriguez/ARRBcc:	 From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	08/04/97 08:11:10 

AMSubject:	New reservationsPlease make the following reservations.  Although I am not paying myself, these 

are not at government rates.  Make reservations for regular, round-trip, economy class tickets.  I do not need 

hotels or cars.  Inasmuch as different organizations are paying for the tickets, please make these as completely 

separate ticket arrangements.  Thanks.1.  Depart September 17 NW flight from Dulles to Amsterdam.  Return 

on September 21.2.  Depart October 9 earliest a.m. flight from National to Columbus, Ohio, return earliest 

a.m. flight to National on October 11.3.  Depart October 11 on p.m. flight to Budapest (best available 

connections, please).  Return October 14.4.  Early a.m. flight D.C. (preferably  non-stop, Dulles) to Atlanta on 

October 16.  Return after 11:00 a.m. on October 29.  
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